
Foreign Units in the French Army Under the
Consulate and Empire 1799 to 1814
The Consulate and the Empire were crucial periods in French history, where the
country underwent significant military and political transformations. During this
time, the French army not only expanded but also included several foreign units
that played a vital role in Napoleon Bonaparte's military campaigns. These foreign
units brought diverse experiences, skills, and perspectives, contributing to the
overall strength of the French army during the period from 1799 to 1814.

1. The Swiss Regiments

One of the prominent foreign units in the French army during this era was the
Swiss regiments. Historically renowned for their military prowess, discipline, and
loyalty, the Swiss soldiers formed an integral part of the French military strategy.
These regiments were largely composed of Swiss mercenaries who served under
the French flag. The Swiss units were highly skilled with a rich military tradition,
and their expertise proved crucial in several key battles fought by the French
army.

The Swiss regiments were known for their distinctive uniforms, often
incorporating traditional Swiss symbols and colors. They were also respected for
their renowned pike formations, which had been historically successful and
continued to be employed during the Napoleonic era. The Swiss soldiers were
highly disciplined and known for their unwavering commitment, earning them
significant respect within the French army.
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2. The Polish Units

Another notable foreign presence in the French army during this period was the
Polish units. Napoleon Bonaparte, recognizing the remarkable martial qualities of
the Polish soldiers, encouraged their recruitment into the French military. The
Polish units, known as the "Polish Legions," consisted of dedicated soldiers who
fought valiantly alongside the French troops throughout Napoleon's campaigns.

The Polish soldiers, driven by a deep sense of nationalism and the desire for
independence from foreign domination, eagerly joined the French army to fight for
their cause. They formed strong cavalry units called "Uhlans" and gained a
reputation for their extraordinary horsemanship and ferocious charges on the
battlefield. The Polish units frequently proved instrumental in breakthroughs
during battles, and their contribution was invaluable to the French military's
success.

3. The German Units

In addition to the Swiss and Polish units, the French army under the Consulate
and Empire also incorporated several German units. Germany was a region
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known for its rich military heritage, and Napoleon aimed to utilize the German
soldiers' skills and expertise to strengthen his forces. The Germans served in
various capacities within the French army, including infantry, artillery, and cavalry.

The German soldiers brought with them their renowned precision and discipline,
greatly enhancing the effectiveness of the French troops they fought alongside.
Their commitment to military excellence, combined with the diverse experiences
gained from their respective regions, made the German units a formidable force.
Additionally, Napoleon's tactical brilliance and their execution contributed to the
successful outcomes of numerous battles.

4. The Croatian Units

Among the lesser-known foreign units in the French army were the Croatian
units. Croatia, at the time, was a part of the Habsburg Empire and its soldiers
played a significant role during Napoleon's reign. Although initially conquered and
incorporated into the French army by force, many Croatian soldiers began to
serve willingly, drawn by the promise of greater opportunities and advancements.

The Croatian soldiers were renowned for their resilience and bravery on the
battlefield, fighting alongside the French troops in various campaigns across
Europe. Their expertise in irregular warfare, combined with their adaptability to
different terrains, made them particularly valuable assets within the French army.
Their contribution helped secure critical victories during Napoleon's reign.

5. The Dutch and Belgian Units

Last but not least, the French army also included Dutch and Belgian units during
the Consulate and Empire period. With the annexation of the Dutch Republic by
France and the creation of the Kingdom of Holland under Napoleon's brother
Louis Bonaparte, Dutch soldiers had the opportunity to serve in the French army.



The Dutch and Belgian units played an essential role in the French army, being
particularly adept at water-based operations. With their naval expertise and
experience, they were instrumental in various amphibious assaults and battles
fought along rivers and coastlines during this era. Their familiarity with aquatic
environments granted the French army a unique advantage in military
engagements.

The foreign units in the French army during the Consulate and Empire period
brought diversity, experience, and unique military tactics to Napoleon Bonaparte's
campaigns. Swiss regiments exhibited discipline and historical expertise, Polish
units showcased exceptional horsemanship, German units demonstrated
precision and discipline, Croatian units excelled in irregular warfare, while Dutch
and Belgian units offered specialized knowledge in water-based operations.

These foreign units, alongside the native French forces, formed a formidable
fighting force that enabled Napoleon to achieve significant military successes
during this time. The contributions of these foreign units in the French army
highlight the importance of diversity and international cooperation in bolstering
military capabilities.
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This superb and comprehensive book details the foreign units which formed such
an important part of Napoleon's forces. It examines each non-French unit in turn,
giving an overview of the unit's origins, its organizational and combat history, its
uniforms and standards, and details of the unit's eventual fate. Colourful
accounts, taken from contemporary reports and memoirs, emphasize the qualities
of the unit and throw light on what life was like for many of the foreign soldiers
recruited into the Grande Armée. In total more than 100 different foreign units that
served in the French Army are investigated in detail in this ambitious publication.
Some foreign units fought and flourished throughout the Consulate and Empire,
whilst others lasted for just a few months. Covers Polish, German, Swiss, Italian,
Spanish, and other units in the French Army and presents a combat history and
details uniforms for each regiment. Napoleon's Mercenaries is the best single-
volume study of this aspect of Napoleon s army and a vital reference for every
Napoleonic enthusiast. Little can be found on the foreign units that were an
integral part of the French army ... For a long time a gap has existed, but now
Napoleon s Mercenaries fills this gap. Robert Burnham, Napoleonic Series
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